Audio Automation
File–Based Expertise for
Your Automated Environment
We Do Audio
AudioTools Server is an enterprise software system for file–based workflows. Designed to not only solve but automate even the most sophisticated audio tasks, AudioTools Server is a complete solution for managing and processing linear PCM, Dolby E, Dolby Digital, and Dolby Digital Plus content, as well as mp2, mp3, AAC and the audio
essence in MXF and QuickTime® clips.

AudioTools Server represents decades of expertise encapsulated in a flexible, focused package of audio specialization, scalable to any enterprise

Automate Audio Workflows
Contemporary production standards were conceived with file–based workflows in mind. The overwhelming value of
file–based workflows are:
•
•
•
•
•

Faster than real time throughput
Automating tedious loudness adjustment chores
Uniform & predictable output
Better exploitation & repurposing of library assets
Ability to parse an entire asset, rather than
a narrow time window
Automation is the key to consistency. File–based workflows do produce better results, but they can also be complex. Audio is at the center
of a complex audio ecosystem, with containerizes video assets, transport
streams, Dolby–encoded content, and metadata. Metadata can exist in the
payload, the container, and the Dolby content, and all need protection.

Audio Agility
Radio, television, OTT/VOD broadcasters and larger post houses all benefit from flexible, resilient and automated
processing, configured for their particular needs. AudioTools Server provides:

Loudness Measurement & Correction
State of the art loudness management according to current ITU, EBU, ATSC and other international standards &
practices, including dialog anchoring with Dialog Intelligence™.

Channel & Program Management
Usually a show stopper in automated workflows, this includes detection, alteration, swapping and replacement.
Wide Codec & Format Support
ATS can encode and decode using SurCode for Dolby® E, SurCode for Dolby® Pro Logic II & SurCode for Dolby®
Digital Plus. Encoding and decoding of AAC, MPEG-2 Audio Layer II & Layer III, known as mp2 and mp3, is also
available.
Audio Conforming
Time and duration modification is available, including pitch shift,
time stretch, and sample rate conversion.
Up & Downmixing
Upmixing to 5.1 is available via 3rd party modules, and
SurCode for Dolby® Pro Logic II downmixes to both LtRt &
LoRo.
Metadata Management
ATS provides generation, validation, modification, correction
and reporting of AC-3 and Dolby E metadata.
Logging
Comprehensive logging safeguards audits, plus measurement–
only logging is part of compliance oversight.
Quality Control
Impairment and dropout detection, flagging and quarantine of impaired or unacceptable elements, Dolby E
essence verification and correction
Watermarking
AudioTools Civolution watermarking is available, with additional watermarking modules on the way.

The ATS Structure
File–based solutions fit into file–based environments. AudioTools Server is sold as
an individually configured, turnkey software package, designed to address your
specific workflow needs and use cases. As a pure software platform running on
commodity hardware, AudioTools Server is flexible, customizable, and immune to
obsolescence as your workflows and workplace requirements inevitably change.

Layer 1 — The Server
AudioTools Server is composed of four layers, with the foundation being the Server application itself. Running
on the server are the AudioTools Server modules that provide wrapping/unwrapping, quality control plus signal
measurement, evaluation and processing. The third layer is the Jobs; linear, non–branching audio processing
handled by one or more modules. The top layer is workflows, orchestrated by AudioTools WFC, ATS’s optional
workflow control module that provides command and supervision plus load balancing and failover for around
the clock operation.
AudioTools Server modules can communicate directly with each other, being driven completely by AudioTools
Server to achieve automated processing that’s easily integrated into your existing production. Or, they can be
managed by AudioTools WFC, which enables chained Jobs with more complex, conditional Workflows. Via
SOAP and XML, AudioTools Server also interfaces directly with your existing DAM, CMS or DBM workflow
manager.

Layer 2 — Modular Design
A highly modular design ensures that AudioTools Server can adjust to future formats and requirements by
quickly adding codecs and processing functionality to an existing environment, enabling easy customization
of standard Workflows.

Essence Extraction
Many Workflows entail source files in a format other than linear PCM. Dolby E is an example
of a common audio format that must be decoded prior to further action. Video containers
are another common format in many workflows, where the audio essence must be extracted
from the container before that material can be processed.
For audio within QuickTime or MXF containers, AudioTools Server extracts audio essence
without accessing, copying or altering the video essence or metadata. This saves time and
ensures video integrity.

Data Discrimination
AudioTools Server can not only decode Dolby E, but it can also distinguish between “pure”
linear PCM and PCM carrying a Dolby E payload. This allows your Workflow to automatically handle mixed unencoded and Dolby E–encoded WAV content or essence. AudioTools
Server can also detect whether the material is stereo or multichannel and, if surround,
which channels are front, center, surround and LFE. This small but valuable part of
AudioTools Server’s repertoire enables unattended operation in environments where
a wide variety of source files are expected.
Measurement & Validation
Once your audio material has been validated, extracted and/or decoded, it can be processed
further. Loudness Control is one of the most pressing issues in today’s broadcast environment, program distribution and OTT content management today. AudioTools Server measures subjective loudness according to the ITU-R BS.1770-1, BS.1770-2/3, ATSC A/85:2011a, EBU
R 128, ARIB TR-B32 and OP-59 standards. Dialogue Intelligence™ can also be employed, allowing ATS to automatically detect a threshold amount of speech in a track, and then “anchor” or
measure loudness based on the dialog’s loudness.
Constant Compliance
After measurement, it’s often necessary to alter audio essence so it conforms to local standards.
As part of an agile loudness control system, AudioTools Server can be configured to apply a
single gain correction to the entire program, without dynamic range modification or peak limiting, which ensures the best possible fidelity. If correction is applied, AudioTools Server can
modify or replace missing metadata to direct the consumer’s decoder to the desired playback
gain. It can also validate and correct Dolby Digital and Dolby E metadata and Dolby E framing
errors based on a prior measurement step.
For material that already meets predefined parameters, AudioTools Server can bypass any processing and
leave the file untouched. On the other hand, for exceptional material, a multi–band dynamics package can be
brought into play, to expand, compress and peak limit as necessary. Or, AudioTools Server can set aside any
file that cannot be processed sensibly, so manual intervention can take place.

RePack & ReConfigure
Complete post–processing channel management requires unwrapping, essence manipulation
and channel re–configuring prior to rewrap and Pro Logic II encoding for LtRt deliverables. All are easily accomplished with AudioTools Server’s ability to remap channels
and transcode formats as needed.

Always On The Job
AudioTools Server supports automated, semi–automatic, and manual modes or a combination. For instance,
normal operation can be automated, with manual exception handling. Utilizing AFP and SMB protocols,
semi–automated operation can be driven by watched folders, while file access can be local or networked.
AudioTools Server employs two separate watch folder methods, Watch–for–Content or Watch–for–Job.
With a Content–driven Workflow, files dropped into a Watched Folder are copied to undergo predefined
processes or processing chains, and are then output to a specified location. Incoming XML job descriptions
power Watch for Job Workflows, where a Watched Folder acts as a clip bin for incoming XML job descriptions,
processing directly on shared storage.

Layer 3 — Linear Processing with Jobs
Basic AudioTools Server processing starts with Jobs. Decoding, channel detection, measurement, validation,
correction, rewrapping; all these functions happen within Modules, but it’s Jobs that describe a chain of processing that solves your problems. An XML file, the Job defines the parameters used by each module and
which order they appear in the processing chain.

Up To Date & In Control
Simple Job setup is easy with the Job Wizard function in ATS’ Queue Control. The Job Wizard guides you
through the process of creating a novel job or template for later reuse. For more elaborate Workflows, the
optional AudioTools WFC module and ATS’ SOAP interface enables interoperation with your existing DBMs
and DAMs.

Layer 4 — Enhanced Workflows with AudioTools Server
AudioTools WFC is the command and control option for AudioTools Server, the top layer in the four layer ATS
architecture. An optional module running on AudioTools Server, AudioTools WFC systematizes the Server, enabling stand–alone operation along with support for load balancing and dynamic reconfiguration of Workflows on the fly.
Workflow control failover is part of the AudioTools WFC module. For enterprise–class environments, this
provides processing redundancy which, in the event of a failure, ensure processing continuity and uninterrupted productivity via non–stop operation.
ATS’ SOA architecture allows AudioTools WFC to be loosely or tightly bound to your other business
intelligence. With AudioTools WFC, your output processing can be conditional, recursive and dynamic,
adapting to the input files or content as it appears in watched folders.

The Queue Control application lets you define, load, execute & monitor the progress of Jobs and Workflows

Essential to any complex process is administrative oversight. AudioTools Server’s Queue Control is a global
administration utility that allows the operator to load, execute and monitor jobs and workflows.
With conditional branching and a range of functional options, AudioTools WFC enables your required Workflows on several levels. Multiple Jobs can be combined into new and novel configurations, since AudioTools
WFC manages varied programs in single or multiple containers, channel configurations and file types. Programs can be linear PCM in WAV, BWF or AIFF format, or can be multiplexed within Dolby E, MXF or QuickTime
containers. Audio channels within an essence can be reconfigured and/or replaced prior to downmixing,
transcoding, re–encoding or re–wrapping. In addition, metadata validation and repair or replacement can
be applied, along with loudness measurement and correction. All of this processing is input file–aware, since
AudioTools WFC maintains a record of each source file’s state prior to processing.

Call In The Team
Each AudioTools Server is delivered with stock job definitions and Workflows. To completely leverage your
investment and utilize every aspect of its flexible and powerful personality, the professional services team will
assign a dedicated engineer to adapt your current working methods to an automated, hands–free approach.

Meet Any Challenge
With multiple delivery platforms and audiences, file–based workflows often require more complexity than
DAW–centric production methods can efficiently handle. Our professional services staff is experienced in
creating custom Workflows for each of our customer’s specific needs. Below are two examples of typical use
cases.

Sequential Dolby E Downmix
This basic Workflow is a typical example that runs as a simple Job through AudioTools Server. It begins with
extraction of Dolby E–encoded multichannel essence. The Dolby E data is decoded, and the 5.1 audio is
downmixed to a stereo Left total/Right total or LtRt pair. The originally extracted 5.1 mix plus the new LtRt are
encoded into a new Dolby E file, maintaining all relevant metadata extracted during the decode operation,
and inserted back into the original MXF container.

An Integrated Workflow Example
The example below shows how the flexibility of AudioTools Server’s processing, driven by AudioTools WFC,
can deliver unattended quality control and delivery of mastered assets around the clock. This real world
example starts with a variety of wrapped assets and individual audio files. The wrapped programs are
extracted, analyzed, and decoded as required. The resulting material is verified to determine if the two independent stereo PCM and 5.1 PCM programs are, in fact, derived from the 5.1 Dolby E–decoded content.
If the wrong mix was inserted in the source, AudioTools Server diverts the asset to an ERROR container
for manual intervention. If the Program Correlation test is passed, the content passes on to channel order
verification where the channel configuration is checked against the expected configuration, and verified
or rejected.

Once the channel configuration is known, the decoded 5.1 material is downmixed to an LtRt stereo version.
That content, along with a surround M&E element and multilingual stereo dialog elements, are re–encoded
as separate Dolby E files. In the ReWrap and Assemble phase, all the elements, some unaltered and brought
in directly from the original sources and some created on–the–fly by AudioTools Server, are slotted into a final
master container. Additionally, if a downstream participant requires the addition of placeholders, AudioTools
Server can insert silent channels into the final master. All this is possible with little or no human intervention,
running unattended 24/7.

Real ROI
At Minnetonka Audio Software, we do audio. A systems approach to your daily audio processing means both
your video–centric equipment and audio experts are freed up to handle the tasks they perform best while
your audio workflows are processed by an automated expert system tailor made to your prerequisites. The
result is better consistency and quality, with less rework.

ATS’ web services gives you the interoperability that cost effective systems need. The result: faster integration
into your infrastructure, lower cost of entry, and less training and administrative costs.
AudioTools Server is a mature, interoperable problem solver that scales from modest to massive. With the
assistance of Minnetonka Audio’s sales and engineering staff to help you define and refine your workflow
requirements, a versatile and open AudioTools Server system can free your production personnel to do what
they do best: be creative.
Benefit from our narrow focus on audio. Contact your local Minnetonka Audio dealer or call direct to find out how
easy it is to integrate AudioTools Server into your existing workflows, immediately saving you time and money.

…Quality with compliance.
For more detailed information and tutorials for AudioTools Server, please visit our website:

www.minnetonkaaudio.com

AudioTools FOCUS for Loudness Control —A Streamlined Alternative To Managing Loudness
AudioTools FOCUS for Loudness Control is an easy to use, preset–driven application that is doesn’t require a
knowledge of XML or automation. A standalone application with its own graphical user interface, AudioTools
FOCUS for Loudness Control is available, at no additional cost, but will require the corresponding AudioTools
functionality modules within AudioTools Server in order to be operational.
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For more detailed information on AudioTools FOCUS for Loudness Control, please contact your Minnetonka
Audio representative, or visit our website.
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